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Famille Garage
Kids’ Furniture System
Design: Alexander Seifried, 2011

Kids‘ furniture system, 3 layer solid spruce/fir
clear finish with small amount of white pigment and MDF with RAL 9010 white lacquer finish  

All items will be shipped flat-packed for self-assembly. Boxes come in units of 3, one colour or colour mix.
Wood is a natural material and therefore changes in colour over time. The lacquer finish (with a small amount  
of white pigment) will minimise, but not completely prevent, these changes.

Prices are for one unit, including all parts

storage large with changing table
w × d × total h:
1035 × 650 × 1020 mm

bench

width × depth × height: 
685 × 310 × 290 mm

storage large
w × d × total h:
990 × 450 × 920 mm

storage small

width × depth × total height: 
665 × 305 × 1010 mm

table

width × depth × height: 
1035 × 650 × 520 mm

box large (polypropylene)
yellow, red, green, blue, transparent
w × d × h: 315 × 495 × 185 mm

drawer
w × d × h: 900 × 360 × 140 mm

changing mat, bi-coloured 
(white, opposite side blue), synthetic leather
width × depth: 880 × 600 mm
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Box small (polypropylene).  x 
yellow, red, green, blue, transparent
width × depth × height: 205 × 335 × 155 mm
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Famille Garage

A versatile piece of furniture for life.

A modular system, where a baby’s changing table later becomes a storage unit for toys.

Buy an extra trestle, turn the top of the changing table upside down and you have a table  
for children aged 3 to 6.

Prices for individual components

changing tabletop/tabletop
 
large storage unit with trestle 
without top

top for large storage unit

large storage unit with trestle 

changing tabletop/tabletop

trestle
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